Culture Day – Summary of activities
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Main activities
Rotation of activities- one class a Spanish Mum is making
Spanish flags and teaching them Spanish dancing. Another
is having a world map and plotting with children’s faces
where them or their family are from and then colouring
the appropriate flags or flag! And the third class is drawing
or painting their family celebration a festival or special day.
They will all visit each room. In the afternoon a Mum is
coming in to do henna on them all and talking about
traditional Pakistani costume. We also have a Mum
teaching them happy birthday in welsh and a
parent playing the cello to the whole school.
Year 1 will be learning head, shoulders, knees and toes in
Spanish in session 1.
Session 2 is learning numbers 1 - 10 and looking at them in
English, Spanish, French, Russian, Polish and Turkish
Afternoon - making flags from different countries

Display focus
World map/ flags

Parent involvement: German stories, Welsh songs, Cello
playing, Welsh numbers, Story from Ireland, French songs.
Stories from other cultures: Aladdin, Little red riding hood.
Music – Sitar music
Atlas and flag work
Greetings in different languages.
English: retelling 'if the world were a village'
Music from around the world.
Data collecting (languages)
Flag designing.
Carousel of activities – Stories from other cultures, making
bunting flags. Afternoon- African Music

Flags

Heritage Quiz (flags, national anthems etc)
- Composing a new national anthem
- Art (calligram of our school logo - to be displayed) How
we have been influenced by other cultures.
Activities linked to Windrush – Carribbean performance
poetry, writing diary entries, making Jamaican Patties.
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